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Executive Summary
This report describes the results of a survey on schools, companies, regional school
administrations (RSAs), and regional offices of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Serbia
(CCIS). The survey assesses the impact of the implementation of Serbia’s Law on Dual
Education (LDE), which increases the regulation of work-based learning (WBL) compared to
the students’ professional practice in companies that has been possible under the Law on
Secondary Education (LSE). The report chronicles the implementation of the LDE, compares
vocational education and training (VET) under the LDE to VET under the LSE, and makes
recommendations to support further implementation and expansion of LDE VET.
We find that, although VET in Serbia is still dominated by LSE VET , LDE VET has increased
significantly with implementation: in our sample, more schools offer at least one LDE VET
profile and more students are in LDE VET in 2019-2020 than in 2018-2019. When schools and
companies that did not cooperate for professional practice in companies or WBL in 2018-2019
start coopering in 2019-2020, they tend to follow the LDE VET model.
There are overall fewer girls than boys in LDE VET, although some profiles have more girls
than boys. The availability of profiles for LDE VET is likely at least partially responsible for the
gender distribution. LDE VET has proportionally fewer classes in the Trade, Catering and
Tourism profile cluster while having a large relative share in the Mechanical Engineering and
Metalworking cluster compared to LSE VET.
The LDE appears to be solidifying the structure of cooperation between schools, companies,
RSAs, and regional CCIS offices. Partnerships between some actor groups became less
common, but the intensity of cooperation increased. Schools with LDE VET profiles have fewer
company partners in 2019-2020 than schools with only LSE VET profiles, and much less
variation in their partnerships. Overall, actors’ satisfaction with cooperation increased from
2018-2019 to 2019-2020.
Implementing the LDE requires and will continue to require innovation from all actors. The most
important types of innovation will be the development of new processes and establishment of
new cooperative activities.
Schools and companies report that they are generally very satisfied with VET, and slightly
more so with LDE VET profiles. Schools and companies also believe that students are very
satisfied with their experiences, especially in LDE VET profiles.

Implementation Fidelity
The LDE establishes specific requirements for WBL and other aspects of LDE VET. We
examine those in the two cohorts of first-year VET students measured by the survey. The LDE
regulates WBL time for LDE VET students, but it is not yet possible to observe how much time
students spend on WBL over the course of the whole multi-year program because the students
are still in the first year and may start or increase WBL time later in the program.
Schools report that in implementation of dual VET profiles, companies are accredited training
providers in 86% of cases. Similarly, nearly every company (95%) reports having licensed
instructors. Most companies participating in LDE VET participate in career guidance and
counseling (65%), and the proportion increased with full LDE implementation.
3

In our sample, after implementation, 43.64% of LDE VET students have contracts with their
host companies for WBL, but not all as required by law. Schools report that they have contracts
with companies for 75% of their LDE VET profiles, which is a decrease from the previous year
and not 100% as required by law.
The LDE states that VET students must be remunerated for WBL time. However, only 35.85%
receive remuneration. Similarly, LDE VET students must receive non-monetary compensation,
but only 35.71% do so. Both numbers are increasing, but are not 100% as required by law.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The results show a great deal of success. The LDE is in very early implementation and requires
major change and innovation from all actors, but LDE VET has grown dramatically in one year
by any measure. The number of schools in our sample offering at least one LDE VET profile
has almost doubled in 2019-2020 compared to 2018-2019. The number of LDE VET profiles
offered at schools has more than doubled. Finally,1.6 times as many students are participating
in LDE VET profiles in 2019-2020 than 2018-2019.
However, LDE VET remains a small proportion of the VET system of Serbia. The following
recommendations aim to support further implementation and growth of LDE VET so that more
students can have a consistent, fairly remunerated, and protectively regulated VET
experience.
1. To increase enrollment and participation in LDE VET, work with companies to increase
the number and variety of LDE VET profiles with a focus on gender equity.
2. Build capacity and increase resources to reduce bottlenecks and barriers to
implementation. Specifically, increase capacity for VET at the MoESTD, RSAs, CCIS,
and regional CCIS offices so that those bodies can facilitate implementation and
growth.
a. Focus resources on supporting innovation in RSAs, regional CCIS offices,
schools, and companies. Specifically, direct funding and expert support to the
development of new processes and establishment of new partnerships.
b. Evaluate the costs and benefits of training to develop Serbia-specific models of
fair wages for WBL and investigate employers’ training investments and returns.
Enforce the law that students shall be remunerated and compensated for WBL.
c. Increase CCIS staff in charge of VET to enable full, high-coverage, expansionready coverage of company certification and trainer licensing.
d. Explore why career guidance and counseling, student-company contracts, and
school-company contracts have implementation gaps. Enforce the law that
companies shall participate in career guidance and counseling, and that there
must be student-company contracts and school-company contracts.
None of the challenges we identify are a surprise, nor do they indicate major long-lasting
problems. The new model has students enrolled, companies participating, and is already
driving innovation and change. There are high expectations for the LDE, and those take time.
Serbia’s strengths will help it continue to be a global leader in developing efficient, effective,
and equitable VET.
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Introduction
In the third quarter of 2019, the youth unemployment rate among 15-to-24-year-olds in Serbia
was 26%, along with a NEET rate of 16.5% (Labor Force Survey, 2019). Young people with a
secondary school diploma are the most affected by this trend. Therefore, providing
employment and education opportunities for youth is a key objective in Serbia. One of the
measures the Government of the Republic of Serbia is using to address these issues is the
introduction of a dual model of vocational education and training into the national system of
secondary vocational education and training (VET). Dual VET, which requires the combination
of education at school and in the workplace, is also clearly mentioned as a priority topic in two
very important state documents: the Economic Reform Program (ERP) and the Government
Working Plan for 2019.
In Serbia, as stated by the Strategy for Education Development until 2020, VET should provide
young people with skills and qualifications for the world of work and facilitate their transition
into employment. It should also ensure that students are prepared to continue education if they
so decide. 1 Therefore, making VET more relevant, effective, efficient, and equitable is an
important part of helping young people succeed in Serbia.
To address youth unemployment and to modernize the education system, Serbia adopted the
Law on Dual Education (LDE) in November 2017 2 , with implementation in the 2019-2020
school year. The LDE defines dual education (referred to in this report as LDE VET) as a model
of teaching and learning delivery in secondary VET. In LDE VET, students acquire
competencies through theoretical teaching and practice in school and learning through work
in companies. The competencies they learn are in accordance with the standard of qualification
and the curriculum of teaching and learning for each occupational profile. The LDE regulates
the LDE-VET-related activities of companies, schools, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Serbia (CCIS) along with CCIS regional offices, and the Ministry of Education, Science, and
Technological Development (MoESTD) along with its regional school administrations (RSAs).
Two laws currently regulate secondary VET—the Law on Secondary Education (LSE) and the
LDE. It is important to note the differences between VET under the LDE and the LSE. The LSE
pre-dates the LDE, and allows for various models of VET delivery (referred to collectively as
LSE VET in this report). Specifically, LSE VET allows for the implementation of students’
professional practice in schools, in companies, and through combination of the two. Figure 1
shows the VET implementation types to help readers understand the context and the
terminology we will use in this report. The key issue is that students can learn practical content
in companies in both LDE VET’s work-based learning (WBL) and LSE VET’s professional
practice in companies. Only LSE VET with students’ professional practice in schools is entirely
school-based.

1
2

http://www.mpn.gov.rs/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/STRATEGIJA-OBRAZOVANJA.pdf
https://www.srbija.gov.rs/tekst/en/129780/dual-education.php
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Figure 1: Summary of VET in Serbia

However, while the LSE allows for cooperation between schools and companies, it does not
regulate the teaching of students’ professional practice in companies apart from requiring
school-company contracts. If students have professional practice in companies in LSE VET,
the nature of that cooperation is exclusively subject to individual agreements between schools
and companies. Unlike the LSE, the LDE includes detailed regulations for the role of
companies in providing WBL. One of the flagship regulations in the LDE requires that students
be remunerated for their time in companies, and another is that companies must have licensed
instructors and be certified to train LDE VET students. Table 1 summarizes the main
differences between LDE VET and LSE VET.
Table 1: Summary of key differences between LDE VET and LSE VET
LDE VET
LSE VET
Professional practice is 20-80% of vocational
Students’ professional practice can take place in
content, at least 75% of which is WBL
school, in companies, or in any combination
Companies must have accreditation by CCIS
Not regulated
Enrolment policy in strong cooperation with
Not regulated
CCIS on policy and local level
Licensed instructors required
Not regulated
Student remuneration required
Not regulated
Career guidance and counseling required
Not regulated
Both school-company contract and studentSchool-company contract required, no contracts
company contracts required
with students required
The structure and content of LDE VET and LSE VET education profiles are the same
Source: Serbian CEMETS Team, 2019

A recent legislative change has just passed as of the writing of this report, but does not affect
the data we present here. We discuss that change before offering conclusions and
recommendations because it affects the priorities and next steps moving forward.
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Research Plan
The overall goal of this research is to provide evidence for the MoESTD, CCIS, and the
Commission for Development and Implementation of Dual Education (Commission),
supporting those institutions as they make decisions on the future of LDE VET in Serbia. We
also aim to provide information for schools, companies, students, parents, and others
interested in education in general and dual education in particular.
In concrete terms, this report originates from the LDE’s transitional article, which mandates a
three-year monitoring and evaluation period covering the initial implementation of the law.
During that time, the Chair of Education Systems at ETH Zurich and the Centre for Education
Policy (CEP) within the SDC project “Support in Development and Establishment of National
Model of Dual Education” closely monitor the implementation and impact of the LDE to
generate evidence-based policy recommendations that to improve the LDE after the threeyear monitoring period.
The research project, summarized in Table 2, combines longitudinal and cross-sectional
observation of the implementation process and its impact. We investigate the success factors
and barriers affecting implementation, as well as the effects of the LDE, with the goal of
informing post-transition-period revisions of the law. We collect data at five key moments in
the implementation process: pre-implementation, the start of implementation, the end of the
first year, the start of the second year, and the end of the second year.

Table 2: Overall implementation research plan
Phase

Research and Report

Implementation timeline

Report date

1

Interview-based research1

Pre-Implementation

Spring 2019

2

Survey/questionnaire-based research 1*

Start of implementation

Fall 2019

3

Interviews-based research 2

End of first year

Spring 2020

4

Survey/questionnaire-based research 2

Start of second year

Fall 2020

5

Interviews-based research 3

Reflection

Spring 2021

Note: *This report is phase 2, survey/questionnaire-based research 1

The spring 2019 interviews mainly explored success factors and barriers to LDE
implementation. Those interviews, described in Renold et al. (2019), focused on the first phase
of the research before full and official implementation of the LDE. We conducted over 200
interviews with a variety of actors, including government representatives, trade unions,
regional school administrations (RSAs), regional CCIS offices, schools, companies, students,
parents, donor partners, and international community actors. We found strong general
awareness, willingness, and motivation among all actors regarding the LDE. Most interviewees
see the law as a good fit for the needs of Serbia’s students and companies.
Although actors reported very high awareness of LDE, there was a lack of clarity about its
specifics and bylaws, as well as a lack of coordination among stakeholders. One key issue
was some confusion about each actor’s obligations under the LDE. That report cautioned
actors to prepare for some decline in enthusiasm as implementation progressed,
recommended increased resources for system-building measures like staffing, information
campaigns, and a troubleshooting hotline.
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The survey we describe in this report casts a broad net to investigate LDE implementation and
its impact. This survey asks all VET schools, RSAs, and regional CCIS offices about their
activities related to VET in the 2018-2019 school year and the 2019-2020 school year. We also
sample a smaller group of companies that are involved in LDE VET through CCIS or are in the
process of accreditation—approximately one-third of the sample was already certified to train
in the 2019-2020 school year.
The survey focuses on first-year VET students in each year to capture the difference between
the cohorts immediately before and after LDE implementation. The goal is to find how much
students’ VET experiences have changed as the LDE goes into effect, find initial indicators of
its impact, and identify possible barriers and bottlenecks.

Sample & Descriptive Statistics
The survey samples all VET schools in Serbia, representatives of all regional school
administrations (RSAs), and regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry Serbia (CCIS)
offices. It also includes a sample of companies that are already engaged with LDE VET through
CCIS, or are in the process of accreditation.
Table 3 shows the sample size and responses rates for each actor group. We dropped
repeated entries and any incomplete responses, so the table reports the final, reduced number
of responses used throughout this analysis. An overall response rate of 53.05% for an email
survey is exceptional, led by nearly full responses from the RSA and regional CCIS offices,
and a 74.45% response rate from secondary VET schools. Among the individuals filling out
the survey on behalf of their school, company, RSA, or regional CCIS office, respondents are
50.67% female and 49.33% male.

Table 3: Sample and response rates by actor group
Actor Group

Sample

Respondents

Response Rate

VET Schools

321

240

74.77%

Companies

353

103

29.17%

Regional School Administrations

15

14

93.33%

Regional CCIS Offices

18

16

88.89%

Total

705

374

53.05%

The detailed data we collected focuses on first-year VET students to compare the last cohort
before full LDE implementation and the first cohort after implementation. In total, the schools
in the dataset represent 35,133 first-year VET students in 2018-2019 and 33,938 first-year
VET students in 2019-2020. We have additional detailed information on the 8,851 students
who have WBL or students’ professional practice in companies in 2018-2019 and 7,112 in
2019-2020. In our sample, schools’ cohort sizes range from very small (3.35% report less than
30 first-year VET students) to very large (2.09% report more than 500 first-year VET students).
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The average cohort size of first-year VET students per school is 178 students in 2018-2019
and 156 in 2019-2020. Most schools cluster around the median at 147 in 2018-2019 and 142
in 2019-2020, with a long tail of a few larger schools.
Regional coverage varies between RSAs and regional CCIS offices because RSAs represent
the education system and MoESTD regional network while regional CCIS offices represent the
CCIS system. There are 15 RSAs and 18 regional CCIS. Schools from every RSA region
responded to the survey, as shown in Table 4. Three regions—Čačak, Kragujevac, and
Užice—had complete responses from every school sampled, and the response rate from every
region was above 60%. In the smaller sample and respondent group of companies, there are
responses from 14 of the 18 CCIS regions (no data on Kikinda, Požarevac, Sombor, and
Zaječar, since companies from these CCIS regions were not among the respondents) with the
most coming from Sremska Mitrovica, Belgrade, and Novi Sad, which is in line with the sample
of companies provided from CCIS (e.g. there are over 30 companies from Sremska Mitrovica
and over 100 that belong, according to CCIS division, to Sremska Mitrovica).

Table 4: Regional representation and response rates for schools
RSA Region

Responding Schools

Response Rate

Beograd

35

68.63%

Čačak

9

100.00%

Jagodina

10

83.33%

Kragujevac

12

100.00%

Kraljevo

10

66.67%

Kruševac

6

66.67%

Leskovac

17

62.96%

Niš

22

75.86%

Novi Sad

25

73.53%

Požarevac

11

68.75%

Sombor

17

80.95%

Užice

16

100.00%

Valjevo

17

73.91%

Zaječar

8

61.54%

Zrenjanin

24

70.59%

Total

239*

Notes: *One school did not report its RSA region

In the group of the companies that responded to questionnaire, there is a wide size range, with
16.33% of respondents reporting less than 10 full-time-equivalent employee and 6.12%
reporting more than 1,000. The average is 355 full-time-equivalent employees, with a median
of 64. Most companies have less than 100 full-time-equivalent employees, with only a few very
large companies pulling the average up. Table 5 shows representation by industry sector, with
manufacturing and other services as the largest sectors, followed by construction and
wholesale and retail trade. Because our sample only includes companies that are
9

communicating with CCIS regarding LDE VET, the industries listed in Table 5 reflect industries
where WBL is possible, not the total industry profile of Serbia nor all the industries where
professional practice in companies is possible.

Table 5: Company representation by industry
Industry sector

Companies (%)

Manufacturing

32.32%

Other Service Activities

30.30%

Construction

10.10%

Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles

9.09%

Accommodation and Food Service Activities

5.05%

Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning Supply

3.03%

Transportation and Storage

3.03%

Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities

3.03%

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing

2.02%

Water Supply; Sewerage, Waste Management and Remediation
Activities

1.01%

Human Health and Social Work Activities

1.01%
Total

100.00%

Notes: The following industries are not represented, generally because they are not offered as LDE VET profiles:
Mining and Quarrying; Information and Communication; Financial and Insurance Activities; Real Estate Activities;
Administrative and Support Service Activities; Public Administration and Defense, Compulsory Social Security;
Education; Arts, Entertainment and Recreation.

Note on Generalizability of Findings
The analyses presented in this report derive from the schools, RSAs, regional CCIS offices,
and companies that responded to the survey. For the first three groups, the sample and
respondents are representative. However, for companies, the sample is only companies
already participating in LDE VET or are in the process of accreditation. The respondent
group of 103 companies are a much smaller group than the overall population and may
begin training only in students’ second year. Therefore, we interpret results from schools,
RSAs, and regional CCIS offices, but only present the results from companies when
necessary.
This report focuses on comparing the cohorts of first-year students in 2018-2019 and 20192020. This enables us to observe the changes from LDE pre-implementation to
implementation. However, it does not show training behavior for older students.
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Transition to Full LDE Implementation
From 2018-2019 to 2019-2020, more responding schools offered LDE VET. In our sample, the
share of schools with LDE VET profiles for first-year students grew from 5.42% in 2018-2019
to 10.00% in 2019-2020. The number of companies that report offering LDE VET for first-year
students more than doubled from 2018-2019 to 2019-2020, from 8.74% to 18.45% among
respondents. Among first-year students with WBL or students’ professional practice in
companies, 9.11% were in LDE profiles in 2018-2019 and 17.36% are in LDE profiles in 20192020. The remainder are in LSE VET profiles with students’ professional practice in schools.
Table 6 shows the change for schools and companies by VET type. Schools with in the first
row offer only LSE VET profiles with students’ professional practice entirely in the school.
Schools in the second row offer LSE VET with at least some of students’ professional practice
in companies. Schools with LDE VET (third row) offer at least one LDE VET profile, which
always includes WBL in companies. The table also includes VET participation for first-year
students as reported by companies.

Table 6: VET Types by year
VET Type, Schools

2018-2019

2019-2020

LSE VET, students’ professional practice in schools

167 (69.58%)

179 (74.58%)

LSE VET, students’ professional practice in companies

60 (25.00%)

37 (15.42%)

LDE VET*

13 (5.42%)

24 (10.00%)

240 (100%)

240 (100%)

2018-2019

2019-2020

No training

74 (71.84%)

69 (66.99%)

Students’ professional practice in companies under LSE VET

20 (19.42%)

15 (14.56%)

9 (8.74%)

19 (18.45%)

103 (100%)

103 (100%)

Total
VET Participation, Companies

Work-based learning under LDE VET*
Total

Notes: *Schools listed as LDE VET offer at least one LDE VET profile, not exclusively LDE VET profiles.

Figure 2 goes into detail on schools’ VET offerings by type in both years. In our sample, schools
are generally consistent, and most schools only offer LSE VET with students’ professional
practice in schools. This type of LSE VET is growing, with 21 schools moving into LSE VET
with students’ professional practice in schools in 2019-2020. Among the schools that switched
out of only offering LSE VET with professional practice in schools between 2018-2019 and
2019-2020, 88.89% moved into LDE VET. Smaller schools (less than the median of 166 firstyear VET students) offer less LDE VET than larger schools (11% of small schools, 44% of
large schools).

The dataset for companies is smaller and less conclusive, as shown in Figure 3. Like schools,
most companies never offer students’ professional practice in companies or WBL for first-year
VET students in the sample period. However, six companies start offering LSE VET with
professional practice in companies and 13 companies start offering LDE VET with WBL
between the two years we study.
11

Figure 2: VET type flow in schools by year

Notes: Schools listed as LDE VET offer at least one LDE VET profile, not exclusively LDE VET profiles.

Figure 3: VET type flow in companies by year

Notes: Companies listed as LDE VET offer at least one LDE VET profile, not exclusively LDE VET profiles.

Key Finding
Based on our findings for the first grade students, VET in Serbia is still dominated by LSE
VET, LDE VET has increased significantly with implementation: more schools in the sample
offer at least one LDE VET profile and more students are in LDE VET in 2019-2020 than
2018-2019.
When schools and companies that did not offer professional practice in companies or WBL
in 2018-2019 start offering it in 2019-2020, they tend to follow the LDE VET model.
12

Students
At the student level, we focus on first-year VET students who have some kind of learning
experience in companies—either through LSE VET with students’ professional practice in
companies or through LDE VET with WBL. Within that group, schools report enrolling
approximately 25 students per profile on average in both years for LSE VET. In LDE VET,
schools report 25 students per class in 2018-2019 and 20 students per class in 2019-2020.
The most common profiles reported by schools with LDE VET or LSE VET with students’
professional practice in companies are in the Trade, Catering, and Tourism cluster. Profiles in
that cluster enroll 12% of LDE VET students and 21% of LSE VET students in 2019-2020. The
Mechanical Engineering and Metalworking cluster is also large, with 8% of LSE VET students
and 30% of LDE VET students in 2019-2020. Table 7 summarizes profiles by enrollment.

Table 7: Enrollment by profile cluster and year
2018-2019
Profile cluster*

2019-2020

LDE VET

LSE VET

LDE VET

LSE VET

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Trade, Catering and Tourism

204

30%

1234

18%

125

12%

1060

21%

Mechanical Engineering and
Metalworking

236

35%

952

14%

318

30%

409

8%

Economics, Law and Administration**

0

0%

892

13%

79

7%

735

14%

Agriculture, Production and
Processing of Food

21

3%

805

12%

92

9%

739

14%

Traffic

102

15%

574

8%

125

12%

427

8%

Electrical Engineering

28

4%

573

8%

60

6%

356

7%

Personal Services

0

0%

476

7%

0

0%

395

8%

Chemistry, Non-Metals and Graphics

31

5%

320

5%

30

3%

372

7%

Forestry and Wood Processing

30

4%

333

5%

98

9%

180

4%

Geodesy and Civil Engineering

0

0%

228

3%

67

6%

232

5%

Textile and Leather

28

4%

178

3%

82

8%

92

2%

Culture, Art and Public Information

0

0%

102

2%

0

0%

75

1%

Health and Social Protection

0

0%

91

1%

0

0%

30

1%

Geology, Mining and Metallurgy

0

0%

24

0%

0

0%

20

0%

Hydrometeorology

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

680

100%

6782

100%

1076

100%

5122

100%

Total

*Profiles clustered by industry, see Appendix for detailed groups
**Sources indicate that there are no LDE VET profiles available in the Economics, Law, and
Administration cluster, but multiple schools report offering that profile.

Figure 4 compares the number of classes with in each educational profile cluster by VET type.
There is a smaller share of LDE VET classes in the Agriculture, Production and Processing of
Food cluster than there is of LSE VET classes with students’ professional practice in
companies in the same profile. In contrast, LDE VET classes make up a disproportionately
large part of the Mechanical Engineering and Metalworking cluster compared to LSE VET.
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Figure 4: Profiles by number of classes in 2018-2019 and 2019-2020

The majority of first-year VET students that participate in professional practice in companies
or WBL in Serbia are boys (55.00% in 2018-2019, 52.49% in 2019-2020), but the difference is
currently larger in LDE VET than in LSE VET. LDE VET had 61.47% boys in 2018-2019,
compared to 55.73% boys in LSE VET profiles with students’ professional practice in
companies. In 2019-2020, 65.89% of LDE VET students are boys compared to 49.39% of LSE
VET students with students’ professional practice in companies.
One major reason for the gender gap is that there is a limited number and variety of profiles
available as LDE VET profiles, and many of the profiles that typically enroll girls are not offered
as LDE VET profiles. Indeed, the overall negative trend disguises some good news. Some
profiles within LDE VET are mostly girls, especially those in the Textile and Leather cluster and
the Trade, Catering, and Tourism cluster.

Key Finding
LDE VET has proportionally fewer classes in the Trade, Catering, and Tourism cluster than
LSE VET. LDE VET has a relatively larger share of classes in the Mechanical Engineering
and Metalworking cluster than LSE VET does.
There are overall fewer girls than boys in LDE VET, although some profiles have more girls
than boys. The availability of profiles for LDE VET is probably at least partially responsible
for the gender distribution.
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Innovation
When asked what specific innovation they have to make in order to implement the LDE, every
actor group reported needing major innovation. All RSAs reported needing to make some
degree of innovation, with only 2% of schools and 11% of CCIS regional offices reporting no
need for innovation. Companies reported the least need for innovation, but the vast majority
still report needing updates and changes. Table 8 shows innovation needs by actor group.
Table 8: Innovation requirements by actor
Innovation type
One-Time Innovations
Develop new processes to certify
companies for training
Develop new processes of matching
students and companies
Develop new processes to monitor
training
Develop new mentoring programs
Buy new equipment
Develop new teaching/training
materials
Develop new teaching/training methods
Hire a new educational
adviser/employee
Develop new scheduling or
organization of classes/training
Develop new digital platforms for
learning/training
Develop new procedures to ensure
students' safety
Hire a new WBL/training coordinator
Hire new employees for training
Hire new employees for human
resources
Ongoing Innovations
Implement new cooperative activities
with companies/schools
Provide new teacher/trainer/employee
training
Implement new coordination activities
with regional CCIS/RSAs
No innovation

Schools

Companies

RSAs

Regional
CCIS
71%

49%
47%

22%

92%

35%

49%
43%

57%

20%

42%

12%

35%

31%

39%
69%

37%

25%

34%

12%

29%

24%

23%
15%
15%

12%

11%

14%
11%

8%

8%

61%

29%

62%

41%

65%

22%

85%

18%

38%

29%

0%

11%

23%

31%
31%

15%
6%

38%
33%

38%

2%

71%
49%

43%

24%

Average

48%
48%
34%
9%

Note: Survey participants were asked to choose all innovation types that apply to their institution.

The largest single innovation required is for the regional CCIS offices, who need to develop
new processes to certify companies for training according to the LDE. This process has been
very labor-intensive for CCIS and its regional offices, and this result shows that effort. Schools
also had to develop new processes to meet LDE requirements, this time for matching VET
students in dual education profiles and companies - approximately half of schools state they
need to develop a new process for this purpose. All actor groups, especially RSAs, report
developing new processes to monitor training, and all actors need to implement new
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cooperative activities and provide new training. The companies answering these questions are
only those already aware of LDE VET, so the level of innovation required by other companies
in Serbia is probably higher.
Some of the innovations actors have made are one-time or infrequent efforts like developing a
process or buying a piece of equipment, while others are reflecting ongoing efforts or expenses
incurred due to hiring staff and carrying out new activities. Most of the innovation captured here
is more like a one-time effort, mainly developing new processes, hiring employees, and setting
new methods in motion. The largest ongoing innovation is the implementation of new
cooperative activities across actor groups, followed by new trainings.

Key Finding
Implementing the LDE requires and will continue to require innovation from all actors.
The most important types of innovation will be the development of new processes and
establishment of new cooperative activities.

Networks & Partnerships
Schools and companies are a major partnership in the network and must cooperate to deliver
WBL. In both school years, each school cooperated with five company partners on average.
Companies generally work with one school partner, with very few having more (8.77%).
Schools with LDE VET profiles worked with fewer company partners on average, at 2.95
partners compared to 5.76 partners for schools offering LSE VET in 2019-2020. There is also
much more variation in partnership configurations for LSE VET than LDE VET.
Partnerships are also shifting in the overall network of actors engaged with VET in Serbia.
Figure 5 shows the networks in both years, with the color of the line showing satisfaction with
the relationship and thickness showing relationship intensity—the product of how many
individual originating actors report working with the receiving actor, multiplied by the frequency
of relationships when they do exist.
Actors’ satisfaction with their partnerships is high and stable, with a slight increase from 20182019 to 2019-2020 (4.33 to 4.42 on a 1-to-5 Likert scale). The frequency with which partners
work together also increased (3.99 to 4.22). However, the number of partnerships decreased
from 2018-2019 to 2019-2020—the overall average is stable (58% of possible partnerships in
2018-2019, 56% in 2019-2020), but some actor pairs work together much less frequently. This
indicates that implementation may be focusing inter-actor cooperation, with a more focused
and consistent set of partnerships that are more intense (higher frequency) and more
productive (higher satisfaction). This may be a move toward a more structured and purposeful
network.
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Figure 5: Actor networks in 2018-2019 and 2019-2020
2018-2019

2019-2020

Notes: The left side of each figure shows relationships moving from actors at the bottom of the figure to those at
the top, and the right side shows relationships moving down. Actors’ vertical order does not represent importance
or power. Line thickness represents relationship load, the product of how much respondents report working with
their partners and the frequency with which members of the originating actor group report cooperating with members
of the receiving actor group. Line color represents actors’ satisfaction with the relationship, as shown in the legend.

Key Finding
Schools with LDE VET profiles have fewer company partners in 2019-2020 than schools
with only LSE VET profiles, and much less variation in their partnerships.
Overall, actors’ satisfaction with cooperation slightly increased from 2018-2019 to 20192020.
Partnerships between some actor groups became less common, but the intensity of
cooperation increased—this may indicate a more structured network.

Initial Outcomes
We asked schools and companies to report how satisfied they are with the VET profiles they
offer and to give their opinion about students’ satisfaction. The data describes profile-level
satisfaction reported by schools and companies that participate in either LDE VET or LSE VET
with students’ professional practice in companies. Overall, satisfaction is high for schools and
companies in all profiles we observe, and is high for students in the opinion of their schools
and companies.
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Table 9 shows schools’ satisfaction, disaggregated by VET type and year. Schools are
generally very satisfied and slightly but not significantly more satisfied with LDE VET profiles
(4.37 on a 5-point Likert scale in both years) than LSE VET profiles (4.07 in 2018-2019 and
4.05 in 2019-2020). Companies follow a similar pattern.

Table 9: Schools’ satisfaction and opinion of student satisfaction
Schools’ satisfaction

LDE VET Profiles

LSE VET Profiles with students’
professional practice in companies

2018-2019

4.37*

4.07

2019-2020

4.37

4.05

Student satisfaction

LDE VET Profiles

LSE VET Profiles with students’
professional practice in companies

2018-2019

4.48*

4.04

2019-2020

4.20

3.85

*Responses are on a 1-to-5-point Likert scale with 1 very unsatisfied, 3 is neutral and 5 very satisfied

Schools also report how satisfied they think their students are by VET type and year. Schools
believe students are very satisfied in LDE VET profiles (4.48 and 4.20 for 2018-2019 and 20192020, respectively) and satisfied in LSE VET profiles (4.04 and 3.85, respectively). Large and
small schools report similar student satisfaction, and company data follows a similar pattern.

Key Finding
Schools and companies report that they are generally very satisfied with VET, and slightly
more with LDE VET profiles.
Schools and companies believe that students are also very satisfied with their experiences,
especially in LDE VET profiles.

LDE Implementation Fidelity
The LDE and its bylaws increase the regulation of WBL for students doing LDE VET. This
includes all LDE VET profiles implemented by schools and companies as of implementation in
2019-2020. This section explores implementation fidelity and the changes in related practices
from 2018-2019 to 2019-2020.
Students in LSE VET with their professional practice in companies are not covered by the new
regulations, so we do not expect changes in those profiles. We show trends in LSE VET with
students’ professional practice in companies as a non-implementation comparison group.
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WBL Time
The LDE states WBL should account for 20-80% of students’ vocational subjects. This leaves
range for wide variation in workplace training hours. For LSE VET, time spent on students’
professional practice in companies is not defined.
Students in LDE VET can do their WBL every week, as a block of courses at the end of each
semester, or starting from the second year. It is very common in all countries with VET for
students to increase their WBL time as they advance through the years of their programs.
Therefore, we expect that the data presented here on first-year VET students will below their
average WBL time in the full multi-year program.
In 2018-2019, the median LDE VET student spent around 2 hours in the workplace every week
(43% of cases). Most students in both LDE VET and LSE VET spent six or fewer hours in the
workplace every week on average (91.30% of LDE VET profiles, 80.10% of LSE VET profiles).
Only 13.04% of LDE VET profile students did not spend time in the workplace every week,
compared to 53.88% of students in LSE VET profiles with professional practice in companies.
In 2019-2020, schools reported that most first-year LDE VET students spend six or fewer hours
in the workplace per week (85.11%), as expected. A number of students (38.30%) spend no
time on WBL in the first year, due to block courses or increasing WBL time in later years. LSE
VET students also generally spend six or fewer hours at work each week (81.76%), and the
majority spend no time in students’ professional practice in companies every week (54.05%).
The data shows that in both years, the range of weekly hours in WBL for first-year LDE VET
students was smaller than the range of weekly hours in students’ professional practice in
companies for LSE VET students. LDE VET students’ weekly WBL hours range between 0
and 12 hours, or 1-2 days. LSE VET students spend between 0 and 30+ hours doing
professional practice in companies. Further investigation in the next round of research will
investigate the details of students’ time in companies, including whether it happens weekly or
in concentrated sessions.
Companies’ reported data reinforces the data reported by schools. The data collected from
schools and companies shows that the LDE’s regulations limit the variation in WBL time across
profiles and schools, creating a more consistent experience for LDE VET students.

Key Finding
It is not yet possible to observe how much time students spend on WBL over the course of
the whole multi-year program.

Company Accreditation
The LDE requires that companies be accredited as training companies by CCIS. This was only
mandatory starting in 2019-2020 after implementation of the LDE. After implementation,
schools reported that 86% of their dual education profiles were in certified companies. All of
the responding companies that offer WBL in LDE VET for first-year VET students in 2019-2020
report being accredited by CCIS (100%). CCIS has worked since the bylaws were finalized to
get companies prepared and accredited for implementation of LDE VET in the 2019-2020
school year. Despite that effort, not every company has completed the accreditation process.
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The exceptionally high response rate among schools indicates that reported 86% is probably
closer to the situation throughout Serbia.

Key Finding
Schools report that in implementation of dual VET profiles, companies are accredited
training providers in 86% of cases.

Licensed Instructors
The LDE requires that companies have certified instructors when implementing LDE VET
profiles. Official CCIS certification for instructors under the LDE was available for the first time
in the 2019, so the data only covers the 2019-2020 school year.
Nearly all companies offering WBL reported having at least one trained instructor (95%), with
56% having one, 16% two, and 4% three trained instructors. The remaining 19% of companies
had between four and 13 trained instructors. The highest numbers are likely to be companies
that have various locations across Serbia and need multiple instructors to cover each branch.
Because all companies in our sample that responded are accredited and accreditation requires
licensed instructors, we will investigate this very small discrepancy in future interviews.
When companies have trained instructors, they generally report them being attentive to
students. According to the research data, only 7% of companies report that instructors spend
less than one hour per week instructing students instead of doing their usual work. Most often
(66%), instructors spend 1-10 hours on training, or 11-20 hours (11%). Some instructors (16%)
appear to spend even more time with students. Instructors’ time spent on training represents
not only an investment on their part but on the part of their companies.
As discussed throughout this report, the companies who responded to this survey were
generally aware of LDE VET because we sampled them using the CCIS list of companies
engaged in LDE VET or are in the process of accreditation. . Therefore, this sample probably
overstates the proportion of in-company instructors with licenses. This information may not
reflect the activities of the many companies that implement in-company training outside contact
with CCIS and therefore do not respond to this survey.

Key Finding
Nearly every company (95%) reports having licensed instructors, which probably indicates
that most companies doing WBL in LDE VET have licensed instructors.

Student Remuneration & Compensation
The LDE requires students to be paid for their time in WBL. LDE VET students are paid ten
times more often than their peers in LSE VET profiles with professional practice in companies.
Table 10 shows that the vast majority of students in LSE VET are not paid (96.31% in 20182019, 97.46% 2019-2020). Student remuneration in LDE VET is still the minority even it is
mandatory, but the share is increasing—from 29.63% in 2018-2019 to 35.85% 2019-2020.
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Table 10: Student remuneration and compensation
Status
Remuneration
Non-Monetary
Compensation

Year

LDE VET

LSE VET

2018-2019

29.63%

3.69%

2019-2020

35.85%

2.54%

2018-2019

25.93%

19.20%

2019-2020

35.71%

14.29%

*Percentages are calculated at the school-profile level.

Non-monetary compensation includes food, transportation, housing, insurance, and other
opportunities for companies to remunerate their students. The LDE requires that employers
shall provide necessary equipment, travel reimbursement, meal reimbursement, and
insurance, along with accommodation in some cases.
Table 10 also shows non-monetary compensation rates by year and workplace type as
reported by schools. Few students in LSE VET profiles are compensated (19.20% in 20182019, 14.29% in 2019-2020). While more LDE VET students receive non-monetary
compensation than LSE VET students, they are still a minority among LDE VET students
(25.93% in 2018-2019, 35.71% in 2019-2020).
Remuneration and compensation for students in LDE VET profiles are both growing over time
as the law is implemented and are much higher than in LSE VET profiles. Implementation
fidelity would require 100% remuneration and compensation, but these results may be an
indicator of progress on a difficult issue.

Key Finding
LDE VET students must be remunerated, but only 35.85% receive remuneration.
LDE VET students must receive non-monetary compensation, but only 35.71% do so.
Both numbers are increasing, but are not 100% as required by law.

Career Guidance and Counseling
The LDE and its bylaws require that companies participate in career guidance and counseling
for students. The two cohorts in this study had already made their choices by the time the law
went into effect, but the post-implementation cohort should still benefit from other activities like
students’ placement in companies for WBL. We asked companies to report their participation
in career guidance and counseling activities in 2018-2019 and 2019-2020. Among all
companies, 61% report participating in some form of career guidance and counseling.
Companies who participate in LDE VET lead the way, with 60% and 65% participating in career
guidance and counseling in 2018-2019 and 2019-2020, respectively. Companies who report
being engaged in LSE VET participate less in career guidance and counseling in 2019-2020
(50%) than they did in 2018-2019 (85%). Our sample of companies is rather small, so further
investigation and follow-up is necessary to determine the effects of the LDE and its bylaws on
career guidance and counseling opportunities for students.
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Key Finding
Most companies participating in LDE VET participate in career guidance and counseling
(65%), and the proportion increased with full LDE implementation.

Contracts
The LDE requires two types of contracts - one between companies and students (along with
their parents), and a second between companies and schools to formalize the LDE VET
relationship. Table 11 shows contracts by VET type and year, as reported by schools.
Contracts between the company and student increased for students in LDE VET profiles, from
37.04% in 2018-2019 to 43.64% in 2019-2020. Students in LSE VET are not required to have
contracts with their host companies, and few do (28.52% in 2018-2019, 14.71% in 2019-2020).

Table 11: Contracts
Contract
Company-Student
Company-School

Year

LDE VET

LSE VET

2018-2019

37.04%

28.52%

2019-2020

43.64%

14.71%

2018-2019

96.30%

55.72%

2019-2020

75.00%

51.69%

The second contract is between the school and the company. Schools report that they have
these contracts in most LDE VET profiles (96.30% in 2018-2019, 75.00% in 2019-2020).
Although not required by the LSE, about half of all LSE VET school-company partnerships
have contracts (55.72% in 2018-2019, 51.69% in 2019-2020). Unlike the company-student
contract, the frequency of school-company contracts in LDE VET profiles has decreased
slightly with LDE implementation. It is not clear where this implementation gap comes from.

Key Finding
After implementation, 43.64% of LDE VET students have contracts with their host
companies for WBL, but not all as required by law.
Schools report that they have contracts with companies for 75% of their LDE VET profiles,
which is a decrease from the previous year and not 100% as required by law.
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Recent Legislative Changes
The co-existence of LSE VET with students’ professional practice in companies and LDE
VET—which always includes WBL—created a situation wherein the two models competed with
one another. The regulations in the LDE are intended to protect students and ensure they are
fairly remunerated, but they raise the costs of participation for companies. As a result, there is
very little incentive for companies in LSE VET to switch to LDE VET because the costs and
benefits of LDE VET are not yet clear. Therefore, a recent legislative change amends the LDE
and LSE so that most learning in companies will take place under the LDE’s regulations and
limiting LSE VET students’ professional practice in companies. All but the most minimal time
spent in companies will do so as fully regulated and remunerated WBL.
This legislative change addresses the problem of competition among VET types for future
cohorts. In this report, however, we examine the 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 first-year cohorts,
where there are still three main VET types—LDE VET, LSE VET with students’ professional
practice in companies, and LSE VET with professional practice in schools. Therefore, we do
not make any recommendations regarding the competition among VET types. We consider
that issue on the path to resolution, and focus our conclusions and recommendations on other
issues.

Conclusions
The survey results demonstrate a number of successes and challenges. This section describes
those and gives recommendations to build on successes and tackle challenges. We present
recommendations for the Commission to discuss.
This survey benefited from the dedication of school leaders, RSA officials, and regional CCIS
officers. Those actors and the companies involved in LDE VET that we sampled for this survey
provided an unparalleled overview of WBL in Serbia for the two cohorts of first-year students
we studied. Their contributions demonstrate not only the effort they are putting into their
students’ success but also their willingness to share their challenges and difficulties. That
openness creates an opportunity to find small problems before they become large, resolve
issues, and improve VET and young people’s options in Serbia.

Successes
LDE VET has grown dramatically in one year by any measure. The number of schools in the
sample offering at least one LDE VET profile has almost doubled in 2019-2020 compared to
2018-2019. Finally, 1.6 times as many students are participating in LDE VET profiles in 20192020 than 2018-2019. Growth is especially strong in certain profile clusters, especially
Mechanical Engineering and Metalworking and Trade, Catering and Tourism. When schools
and companies cooperate for the first time, they follow the LDE. Companies and schools report
that they are satisfied with LDE VET and that they believe their students are also satisfied.
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Although there are fewer girls than boys in LDE VET overall, there are LDE VET profiles that
have more girls than boys.
Our last report found high willingness to implement the LDE and commitment from a wide
variety of actors, and we find similar drive in this study. Implementation is not easy—every
actor reports having to innovate to develop new practices and accommodate new partnerships.
The network of cooperation and partnerships among actors reflects these changes with more
structured, higher-intensity partnerships and higher satisfaction for all actors in the 2019-2020
school year than the 2018-2019 school year. RSAs and regional CCIS offices appear to be
stepping into a much-needed intermediary role and adapting to the needs of the new system.
Although the fidelity of LDE implementation is not perfect in this first year, the LDE is
undeniably changing how schools and companies deliver WBL and having a major impact for
students in LDE VET. The cooperation between schools and companies appears to be more
consistent in LDE VET than in LSE VET, with less variation in the time students spend in
companies. Responding companies that offer WBL are accredited training companies, and
nearly all of them report having licensed instructors. Most companies participate in career
guidance and counseling. We observe a major increase in the frequency of contracts between
students and their host companies for LDE VET students, and much higher rates of
remuneration and non-monetary compensation for LDE VET students compared to LSE VET
students.
Overall, we find rapid growth in LDE VET as it transitions into implementation, strong
engagement from all necessary actors, and observable impact on WBL as schools,
companies, RSA offices, and regional CCIS offices work together to implement the LDE and
its bylaws.

Challenges & Recommendations
According to these research findings, LDE VET remains a small proportion of the VET system
of Serbia—10% of schools offer at least one LDE VET profile with workplace learning in the
first year, with the other 90% offering only LSE VET or LDE VET with workplace learning in
later years. We focus on the students that are already in WBL so we can observe
implementation fidelity. Sources in the MoESTD state that internal data on first-grade students
in LDE VET profiles in 2019/2020 shows that as many as 25% of schools offer at least one
LDE VET profile, and those students’ experiences will be observable once they begin WBL.
The dominant mode of VET delivery in Serbia is LSE VET delivered entirely at school, and
LSE VET with students’ professional practice in companies is much larger than LDE VET is.

Conclusion
Within the VET ecosystem we can identify three contributing factors affecting LDE VET’s
size: competition among VET types, the number of profiles, and implementation capacity.
LDE VET is more strictly regulated and has higher accountability and quality standards than
previous models of professional practice in companies under LSE VET. As long as LSE VET
profiles persist as a potentially cheaper option for companies, the incentive for companies and
schools to switch to LDE VET are low. Legislative changes to address this issue are already
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underway. In future cohorts, the recent legislative changes all practical teaching or professional
practice that is done in companies above 25% of total practical hours will operate under the
regulations of the LDE and its bylaws. Therefore, we expect this problem to be solved in future
cohorts.
Probably the most impactful reason that LDE VET is a small proportion of overall VET in Serbia
is that there are relatively few LDE VET profiles. Only 37 profiles are available in LDE VET, so
schools, companies, and students in most occupations simply cannot choose LDE VET. The
selection of profiles available also impacts the number of girls in LDE VET since girls and boys
tend to choose profiles differently—a trend that is common in every country with VET. If, as
the recent change in legislation indicates, all WBL in Serbia will be regulated under the LDE,
then widening the scope of profiles in accordance with the need of the economy is a key
priority. Anything that helps educators cooperate with companies to increase the number of
profiles is helpful.

Recommendation 1
To increase enrollment and participation in LDE VET, work with companies to increase the
number and variety of LDE VET profiles with a focus on gender equity.
Finally, implementing the LDE - or any systemic change - requires a great deal of innovation,
change, and hard work on the part of all actors involved. Implementation capacity can be shortterm - immediate resources to develop and start up new processes - and long-term - new staff
positions or responsibilities that will continue long past the start-up phase. One purpose of this
study is to monitor implementation and look for barriers or bottlenecks that may create
problems.

Recommendation 2
Build capacity and increase resources to reduce bottlenecks and barriers to implementation.
Specifically, increase capacity for VET at the MoESTD, RSAs, CCIS, and regional CCIS
offices so that those bodies can facilitate implementation and growth.
The first need for capacity we identify is in the area of innovation. Every actor - RSA offices,
regional CCIS offices, schools, and companies reported that they need to innovate in order to
implement or continue implementing the LDE. The biggest categories of innovation required
are developing new processes and establishing new cooperative activities as well as provision
of new teacher/trainer/employee training. We will continue to evaluate the specific innovations
done by and needed by Serbia’s VET actors, but these are already categories where resources
and expertise can be directed to support implementation.

Recommendation 2a
Focus resources on supporting innovation in RSAs, regional CCIS offices, schools, and
companies. Specifically, direct funding and expert support to the development of new
processes and establishment of new partnerships.
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The data on implementation fidelity highlights the key areas where capacity may be an issue,
which we use to develop further specific recommendations.
The biggest fidelity gap is the as-yet very weak implementation of the regulation stating that
students should be paid for their time on WBL and given non-monetary compensation.
Companies remunerate and compensate their LDE VET more in 2019-2020 than they did in
2018-2019, which is an important achievement and already a change. However, the students
being paid for their time are still very much in the minority (36%). These regulations in the LDE
exist to ensure that LDE VET is an attractive pathway for students, balancing the incentives of
students and companies. It also prevents using students as unremunerated labor, which is a
key issue in any VET context.
Every actor, especially companies, needs to be convinced that remunerating students and
compensating them will pay off. Therefore, further research is already planned to investigate
companies’ costs and benefits of participating in LDE VET and determine whether Serbian
companies, like companies in other countries, can pay wages and still earn a net benefit from
offering WBL.

Recommendation 2b
Evaluate the costs and benefits of training to develop Serbia-specific models of fair wages
for WBL and investigate employers’ training investments and returns.
Enforce the law that students shall be remunerated and compensated for WBL.
The next crucial fidelity gap identified in this study is in company certification and trainer
licensing. Schools report that 86% of their company partners for LDE VET are certified by
CCIS, which is a strong majority. Similarly, nearly all of the company respondents report that
they have licensed instructor. However, those data indicate that 14% of schools’ company
partners are not certified by CCIS and do not tell us anything about the many companies that
we did not capture.
CCIS is responsible for both company certification including trainer licensing as a part of
certification, and it has been working flat-out to implement certification and licensing. In order
to increase company certification and instructor licensing to the full coverage and high quality
required by the LDE and its bylaws, CCIS needs more personnel dedicated to dual education.
It is simply not possible with the current, very limited, staff, which is overburdened already and
can only become more so as LDE VET expands to more companies.

Recommendation 2c
Increase CCIS staff in charge of VET to enable full, high-coverage, expansion-ready
coverage of company certification and trainer licensing.
Finally, three fidelity gaps appear having to do with career guidance and counseling, studentcompany contracts, and school-company contracts. Although all companies engaged in LDE
VET should participate in career guidance and counseling, only 65% do so. Contracts between
students and companies in LDE VET increased dramatically, but currently only 69% of
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students have these contracts. Schools and companies have contracts in only 75% of schools’
LDE VET profiles—a share that decreased with implementation of the LDE.
The LDE requires career guidance and counseling to inform students, and contracts to protect
them. These are important regulations and must be fully implemented and enforced. The data
in this study does not indicate why there are fidelity gaps in these areas, so the next step is to
examine possible causes while enforcing the LDE and its bylaws more strongly.

Recommendation 2d
Explore why career guidance and counseling, student-company contracts, and schoolcompany contracts have implementation gaps.
Enforce the law that companies shall participate in career guidance and counseling, and that
there must be student-company contracts and school-company contracts.

Limitations
This survey deals with two cohorts of first-year VET students in Serbia. The response rates
from schools, RSAs, and regional CCIS offices are exceptional, but both the sample and
response rate from companies is less representative. We do not cover the entire population of
VET students, focusing only on first-year VET students in the 2018-2019 and 2019-2020
school years. The respondents themselves are individuals who represent their organizations,
but may not reflect the views of the organization on the questions where we asked for opinions
on satisfaction. In addition, all self-reported information, even of concrete data like student
numbers, is subject to some degree of potential measurement error or bias.
In order to keep the survey to a manageable length, we focus on collecting detailed information
about students’ experiences in companies and keep to the profile level. Therefore, we do not
observe details about school-based LSE VET and do not observe variation across individual
students or classes within a profile at a given school. Schools have, on average, one class per
profile, but when there are classes that contain both LDE VET and LSE VET students in the
same profile, since it is not common situation anymore, we categorized the entire class as LSE
VET. Therefore, we may be very slightly under-reporting LDE VET in this report.
Collecting data at the profile level also means that our data may affect results. If variation in
behavior occurs mainly on the profile level, as we expect, then we capture this by averaging
across profiles. However, if most of the variation occurs at the school level then we over-weight
the experiences of larger schools. We performed sub-sample analyses to compare larger and
smaller schools and found no significant differences, which indicates that variation is primarily
on the profile level.

Outlook
This study is part of an ongoing research agenda to support and understand LDE
implementation in Serbia and eventually to provide evidence for a revision of the LDE in the
future. None of the challenges we identify are a surprise, nor do they indicate major long-lasting
problems. The new model has students enrolled, companies participating, and is already
driving innovation and change. There are high expectations for the LDE, and those take time.
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The next upcoming study is a second round of interviews that will capture the experiences of
high-level VET actors in the MoESTD, CCIS, and similar bodies as well as the in-depth
experiences of actors in RSAs, regional CCIS offices, schools, and companies as sampled
here. It will also examine students’ and parents’ experiences, which are not captured here.
This study provides quantitative data and an overview of how the VET landscape in Serbia is
changing during LDE implementation, and that qualitative interview data is a crucial
complementary perspective. The interviews will also enable us to understand actors’ capacity
issues and identify any bottlenecks we failed to find from this big-picture study.
Over the next year, we will carry out a study of Serbian companies’ costs and benefits from
participating in LDE VET. Companies only participate in VET when it makes business sense
for them to do so, which makes it crucially important to understand how they invest in and earn
returns from VET. That study should inform the discussion of fair wages for WBL and help
support enforcement of the LDE regulations on remuneration and non-monetary
compensation.
A second survey one year from now will examine the next cohort of first-year VET students so
that we can continue to track LDE implementation. That third data point will confirm trends,
provide evidence of implementation later in the transition period, and help identify any
remaining barriers or fidelity gaps. With the recent change in legislation that moves WBL above
25% under the LDE, this second round of surveys is even more important because we will be
observing a second wave of implementation.
Finally, we continue to carry out this research with an eye toward supporting future revisions
of the LDE after the transition period. We will continue to collect insights that can support the
Commission in its efforts.

Final Thoughts
The challenges we find have to do with enforcement or fidelity in implementation of the LDE.
Some of its provisions are not consistently applied, though all are necessary to ensure a
consistent, fair, and effective WBL experience for students. Payment of students for time at
the workplace, contracts, company certification, instructor licensing and company participation
in career guidance and counseling are all key tenets of LDE VET and should be available to
all students in workplaces as soon as possible. These should be treated as matters of urgency
for this and the next cohorts.
This report has uncovered a great deal of progress. The overall story is one of broad, swift
change in Serbian VET. More students have access to LDE VET, more companies participate,
and most of the LDE’s regulations are moving into place. These changes represent major
efforts on the parts of schools, teachers, companies, trainers, RSAs, regional CCIS offices,
MoESTD leaders, and CCIS leaders. Students, with support of their parents, are moving into
a new WBL delivery model and leading the way for the next generation. Actors are expressing
satisfaction with the process and a willingness to communicate and coordinate. As
implementation progresses, these strengths will help Serbia continue to be a global leader in
developing efficient, effective, and equitable VET.
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Appendix
Table A1: Profiles in Vocational education and training (VET) education in Serbia
Code

Serbian

English

POLjOPRIVREDA, PROIZVODNjA I
PRERADA HRANE
Rukovalac – mehaničar poljoprivredne
tehnike

AGRICULTURE, PRODUCTION AND
PROCESSING OF FOOD
Handler – Mechanic of agricultural
engineering

2

Poljoprivredni proizvođač

Agricultural producer

3

Cvećar – vrtlar

Florist – Gardener

4

Pekar

Baker

5

Proizvođač prehrambenih proizvoda

Food manufacturer

6

Mesar

Butcher

7

Prerađivač mleka

Milk processor

8

Poljoprivredni tehničar

Agricultural technician

9

Tehničar poljoprivredne tehnike

Technician of agricultural engineering

10

Veterinarski tehničar

Veterinary technician

11

Prehrambeni tehničar

Food technician

12

Tehničar za biotehnologiju

Biotechnology technician

13

Zootehničar

Zoo technician

14

Tehničar hortikulture

A technician of horticulture

15

Vinogradar – vinar

Grape grower – Winemaker

16

Uzgajivač sportskih konja

Sports horse breeder

17

Operater u prehrambenoj industriji

Food industry operator

A
1

B
1

ŠUMARSTVO I OBRADA DRVETA
Šumar

FORESTRY AND WOOD PROCESSING
Forester

29

2

Rasadničar

Nursery plant

3

Tapetar – dekorater

Upholster – Decorator

4

Šumarski tehničar

Forestry technician

5

Tehničar za pejzažnu arhitekturu

Technician for landscape architecture

6

Tehničar za primarnu obradu drveta

Technician for primary wood processing

7

Tehničar za finalnu obradu drveta

Technician for final wood processing

8

Stolar

Carpenter

9

Tehničar za oblikovanje nameštaja i
enterijera

Technical for shaping furniture and interior

10

Tehničar za lovstvo i ribarstvo

Technician for hunting and fishing

11

Operater za izradu nameštaja

Furniture-making operator

GEOLOGIJA, RUDARSTVO I
METALURGIJA
Rukovalac mehanizacijom u površinskoj
eksploataciji
Geološki tehničar za geotehniku i
hidrogeologiju
Geološki tehničar za istraživanje mineralnih
sirovina

Handling of machinery in surface
exploitation
Geology technician for geotechnicians and
hydrogeology
Geology technician for mineral raw
materials research

4

Rudarski tehničar

Mining technician

5

Rudarski tehničar za pripremu mineralnih
sirovina

Mining technician for mineral raw materials
preparation

6

Tehničar za dobijanje metala

Technician for getting metal

7

Zlatar

Goldsmith

8

Livac – kalupar

Smelter – mold maker

9

Livački kalupar

Mold maker

10

Tehničar za reciklažu

Recycling technician

11

Valjaoničar

Fuller

12

Livac

Smelter

13

Rukovalac postrojenjima za dobijanje nafte
i gasa

Oil and gas plant handler

14

Operater za preradu metala

Metal processing operator

C
1
2
3

D

MAŠINSTVO I OBRADA METALA

GEOLOGY, MINING AND METALLURGY

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND
METALWORKING

1

Metalostrugar

Metal cutter

2

Metaloglodač numerički upravljanih mašina

Worker on metal cutting numeric machines

3

Bravar

Locksmith

4

Limar

Tinsmith

5

Autolimar

Tinsmith for cars

6

Zavarivač

Welder

7

Instalater

Installer

8

Mašinbravar

Locksmith on mechanical machines

30

9

Mehaničar – oružar

Mechanic – armorer

10

Mehaničar hidraulike i pneumatike

Mechanical hydraulic and pneumatic
mechanics

11

Automehaničar

Car mechanic

12

Mehaničar privredne mehanizacije

Mechanic of economic machinery

13

Mehaničar radnih mašina

Working machinery mechanic

14

Precizni mehaničar

Precision mechanic

15

Mehaničar uređaja za merenje i regulaciju

16

Mehaničar medicinske i laboratorijske
opreme

Mechanic for measuring and regulation of
devices
Mechanic of medical and laboratory
equipment

17

Mehaničar optike

Optics mechanic

18

Mehaničar termoenergetskih postrojenja

Mechanic of thermal power plants

19

Mehaničar hidroenergetskih postrojenja

Mechanic of hydro energy plants

20

Mehaničar gaso i pneumoenergetskih
postorojenja

21

Mehaničar grejne i rashladne tehnike

Mechanic for gas and pneumatic energetic
machines
Mechanic of heating and cooling
techniques

22

Mašinski tehničar

Mechanical technician

23

Mašinski tehničar za kompjutersko
konstruisanje

Mechanical technician for computer
construction

24

Tehničar za robotiku

Technician for robotics

25

Tehničar hidraulike i pneumatike

Technician of hydraulics and tires

26

Mehaničar numerički upravljanih mašina

Mechanic of numeric managed machines

27

Tehničar za kompjutersko upravljanje

Computer management technician

28

Mašinski tehničar merne i regulacione
tehnike

Mechanical technician of measuring and
regulatory techniques

29

Vazduhoplovni mašinski tehničar

Air mechanical technician

30

Pogonski tehničar mašinske obrade

Machine handling driver technician

31

Mašinski tehničar motornih vozila

Mechanical technician of motor vehicles

32

Pogonski tehničar – mehaničar za radne
mašine

Driver technician – Working machine
mechanic

33

Alatničar

Tool-man

34

Tehničar mašinske energetike

Mechanical energy technician

35

Brodograđevinski tehničar

Shipbuilding technician

36

Brodomašinski tehničar

Mechanic technician for boats

37

Tehničar optike

Optics technician

38

Operater mašinske obrade

Machine processing operator

39

Brodomonter

Boat parts establisher

40

Mehatroničar za transportne sisteme
aerodroma

Mechatronic for airport transport systems

41

Aviotehničar

Aircraft technician

42

Mašinski tehničar za reparaturu

Mechanical technician for reparation

43

Mehatroničar za raketne sisteme

Mechatronic technician for missile systems

44

Mehatroničar za radarske sisteme

Mechatronic technician for radar systems
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45
46

Avio-tehničar za elektronsku opremu
vazduhoplova
Avio-tehničar za elektro opremu
vazduhoplova

Aircraft technician for electronic equipment
Aircraft technician for electrical equipment

47

Avio-tehničar za vazduhoplov i motor

Air technician for aircraft and engine

48

Industrijski mehaničar

Industrial mechanic

49

Bravar zavarivač

Locksmith welder

50

Mehaničar motornih vozila

Motor vehicle mechanic

51

Tehničar za kompjutersko upravljanje
(CNC) mašina

Computer management technician (CNC)
machine

52

Tehničar grejanja i klimatizacije

Technical heating and air conditioning

E

ELEKTROTEHNIKA

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

1

Elektroinstalater

Electrical installer

2

Elektromonter mreže i postrojenja

Electro installer of networks and facilities

3

Elektromehaničar za mašine i opremu

4

Elektromehaničar za rashladne i termičke
uređaje

Electric mechanic for machinery and
equipment
Electro mechanist for cooling and thermal
devices

5

Monter telekomunikacionih mreža

Installer of telecommunications network

6

Autoelektričar

Car electrician

7

Elektrotehničar energetike

Electrotechnical energy

8

Elektrotehničar elektromotornih pogona

Electro-technician of electric motor drives

9

Elektrotehničar za rashladne i termičke
uređaje

Electro-technician for cooling and thermal
devices

10

Elektrotehničar elektronike

Electro-technician of electronics

11

Elektrotehničar SS postrojenja

SS Plant electrical engineering

12

Elektrotehničar telekomunikacija

Telecommunications technician

13

Elektrotehničar automatike

Automatics electrotechnical

14

Elektrotehničar računara

Machine technician

15

Elektrotehničar radio i video-tehnike

Electrotechnical radio and video techniques

16

Elektrotehničar za elektroniku na vozilima

Electrical technician for electronics on
vehicles

17

Elektrotehničar procesnog upravljanja

Electro-technician of process management

18

Administrator računarskih mreža

Computer network administrator

19

Tehničar mehatronike

Mechatronics technician

20

Elektrotehničar multimedija

Electro-technician of multimedia

21

Elektrotehničar informacionih tehnologija

Electrotechnical information technology

22

Elektrotehničar informacionih tehnologija

Electrotechnical information technology

23

Električar

Electrician

24

Izrađivač kablova i priključaka

Cable maker and connectors

25

Elektrotehničar obnovljivih izvora energije

Electrical technician of renewable energy
sources
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F

HEMIJA, NEMETALI I GRAFIČARSTVO

CHEMISTRY, NON-METALS AND
GRAPHICS

1

Izrađivač hemijskih proizvoda

Chemical product maker

2

Sitoštampar

Graphic worker for printing

3

Hemijsko-tehnološki tehničar

Chemical and technological technician

4

Tehničar za polimere

Polymer technician

5

Tehničar u industriji nemetala

Technician in the non-metal industry

6

Tehničar štampe

Press technician

7

Tehničar grafičke dorade

Graphic finishing technician

8

Tehničar pripreme grafičke proizvodnje

Technician for preparation of graphic
production

9

Hemijski laborant

Chemical lab

10

Fotograf

Photographer

11

Tehničar za industrijsku farmaceutsku
tehnologiju

12

Tehničar za zaštitu životne sredine

Technician for industrial pharmaceutical
technology
Environmentalist for environmental
protection

13

Lakirer

Lacquer worker

14

Tehničar za oblikovanje grafičkih proizvoda

Technician for shaping graphic products

15

Tehničar za grafičku pripremu

Graphic preparation technician

16

Gumar

Rubber technician

17

Plastičar (prerađivač plastičnih masa)

Plasticist (plastic mass processor)

18

Izrađivač celuloze i papira

Cellulose and paper maker

19

Tehničar za preradu nafte i gasa

Oil and gas processing technician

Tehničar za digitalnu grafiku i internet
oblikovanje
Tehničar za hemijsku i farmaceutsku
tehnologiju

Digital graphics and internet formatting
technician
Technician for chemical and
pharmaceutical technology

20
21

G

TEKSTILSTVO I KOŽARSTVO

TEXTILE AND LEATHER

1

Tekstilni radnik

Textile worker

2

Konfekcionar kože i krzna

Maker of leather and fur products

3

Obućar

Shoemaker

4

Galanterista

Designer of leather products

5

Mehaničar tekstilnih mašina

Textile machinery mechanic

6

Tekstilni tehničar

Textile technician

7

Tehničar modelar kože

Technician for modeling leather products

8

Modelar odeće

Model of clothing

9

Konfekcionar tekstila

Confectionery textiles

10

Tehničar dizajna tekstilnih materijala

Technician of the design of textile materials

11

Tehničar dizajna proizvoda od kože

Skin product design technician

12

Tehničar dizajna odeće

Technician of clothing design
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13

Modni krojač

Fashion tailor

14

Industrijski krojač

Industrial tailor

H

GEODEZIJA I GRAĐEVINARSTVO

GEODESY AND CIVIL ENGINEERING

1

Zidar – fasader

Bricklayer – outside facades

2

Armirač – betonirac

Concrete layer

3

Tesar

Carpenter

4

Dekorater zidnih površina

Wall surfaces decorator

5

Polagač obloga

Bricklayer – floors

6

Keramičar – teracer – pećar

Ceramist -Terrazzo layer – Furnace worker

7

Građevinski laborant

Construction lab

8

Hidrograđevinar

Hydro-buildings builder

9

Rukovalac građevinskom mehanizacijom

Construction machinery handler

10

Geodetski tehničar – geometar

Geodesy technician – Geometer

11

Građevinski tehničar za niskogradnju

Civil engineering technician

12

Građevinski tehničar za hidrogradnju

Construction technician for hydro-buildings

13

Građevinski tehničar za laboratorijska
ispitivanja

Construction technician for laboratory
testing

14

Izvođač osnovnih građevinskih radova

Contractor of the basic construction works

15

Izvođač instalaterskih i završnih
građevinskih radova

Contractor of installation and final
construction works

16

Monter suve gradnje

Upholster

17

Arhitektonski tehničar

Architectural technician

18

Tehničar za održavanje objekata

Technician for maintenance of facilities

19

Operater osnovnih građevinskih radova

Basic construction works operator

20

Građevinski tehničar

Construction technician

I

SAOBRAĆAJ

TRAFFIC

1

Vozač motornih vozila

Driver of motorcade

2

Vozovođa

Driver

3

Kondukter u železničkom saobraćaju

Rail traffic conductor

4

Mašinovođa za manevre

Worker on machines for boat maneuvers

5

Brodovođa

Shipbuilder

6

Rukovalac sredstava unutrašnjeg
transporta

Internal transport asset handler

7

Tehničar drumskog saobraćaja

Technician of road traffic

8

Saobraćajno-transportni tehničar

Transport and transport technician

9

Tehničar vuče

Technician pulls

10

Tehničar tehničko-kolske delatnosti

Technician of technical-craft activities

11

Nautički tehničar – rečni smer

Nautical technician – River direction
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12

Nautički tehničar – pomorski smer

Nautical technician – Maritime direction

13

Tehničar PTT saobraćaja

PTT traffic technician

14

Tehničar unutrašnjeg transporta

Internal transport technician

15

Transportni komercijalista

Commercial transport

16

Tehničar vazdušnog saobraćaja

Air traffic technician

17
18

Tehničar vazdušnog saobraćaja za
bezbednost:
Tehničar vazdušnog saobraćaja za
spasavanje

Air traffic technician for security
Air traffic technician for rescue

19

Tehničar za logistiku i špediciju

Technician for logistics and forwarding

20

Тehničar za bezbednost informaciono komunikacionih sistema u vazdušnom
saobraćaju

Technician for the safety of information and
communication systems in air traffic

J

TRGOVINA, UGOSTITELjSTVO I
TURIZAM

TRADE, CATERING AND TOURISM

1

Poslastičar

Confectioner

2

Trgovac

Merchant

3

Aranžer u trgovini

Arrangement in trade

4

Trgovinski tehničar

Trade technician

5

Turistički tehničar

Tourist technician

6

Turističko-hotelijerski tehničar

Tourist and hotel technician

7

Konobar

Waiter

8

Kuvar

Cook

9

Kulinarski tehničar

Culinary technician

10

Ugostiteljski tehničar

Catering technician

K

EKONOMIJA, PRAVO I
ADMINISTRACIJA

ECONOMICS, LAW AND
ADMINISTRATION

1

Ekonomski tehničar

Economic technician

2

Finansijski tehničar

Financial technician

3

Pravni tehničar

Legal technician

4

Birotehničar

Secretary

5

Tehničar obezbeđenja

Security technician

6

Poslovni administrator

Business administrator

7

Tehničar zaštite od požara

Technician of fire protection

8

Finansijski administrator

Financial administrator

9

Komercijalista

Sales

10

Službenik u bankarstvu i osiguranju

Banking and insurance officer

11

Carinski tehničar

Customs technician

12

Pravno-poslovni tehničar

Legal-business technician
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L

HIDROMETEOROLOGIJA

HYDROMETEOROLOGY

1

Meteorološki tehničar

Meteorological technician

2

Hidrološki tehničar

Hydrological technician

M

KULTURA, UMETNOST I JAVNO
INFORMISANjE

CULTURE, ART AND PUBLIC
INFORMATION

1

Tehničar dizajna grafike

Graphic design technician

2

Tehničar dizajna ambalaže

Technician of packaging design

3

Tehničar dizajna enterijera i industrijskih
proizvoda

Design technician of interior and industrial
products

4

Tehničar dizajna tekstila

Textile design technician

5

Likovni tehničar

Art technician

6

Igrač – klasičan balet

Dancer – Classical ballet

7

Igrač – savremena igra

Dancer – Contemporary game

8

Igrač – narodna igra

Dancer – National game

9

Muzički izvođač

Music artist

10

Muzički saradnik

Music associate

11

Konzervator kulturnih dobara

Conservator of cultural goods

12

Livac umetničkih predmeta

Cast of art objects

13

Juvelir umetničkih predmeta

Worker on metal art objects

14

Plastičar umetničkih predmeta

Worker on plastic of art subjects

15

Graver umetničkih predmeta

Graver art objects

16

Drvorezbar

Woodcarver

17

Klesar

Stonemason

18

Stilski krojač

Antique tailor

19

Firmopisac – kaligraf

Calligraphy writer

20

Grnčar

Pottery maker

21

Dizajner zvuka

Sound designer

22

Aranžer

Arranger

23

Pozlatar

Goldsmith

24

Novinar saradnik

Associate journalist

25

Saradnik u dramskoj umetnosti

Associate in drama arts

26

Saradnik u muzičkoj umetnosti

Associate in music art

N

ZDRAVSTVO I SOCIJALNA ZAŠTITA

HEALTH AND SOCIAL PROTECTION

1

Medicinska sestra – tehničar

Nurse – Technician

2

Pedijatrijska sestra – tehničar

Pediatric nurse – Technician

3

Ginekološko-akušerska sestra

Gynecology-obstetrical nurse

4

Sanitarno-ekološki tehničar

Sanitary and environmentally friendly
technician
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5

Fizioterapeutski tehničar

Physiotherapy Technician

6

Kozmetički tehničar

Beauty technician

7

Stomatološka sestra – tehničar

Dental nurse – Technician

8

Zubni tehničar

Dental technician

9

Laboratorijski tehničar

Laboratory technician

10

Farmaceutski tehničar

Pharmaceutical technician

11

Medicinska sestra – vaspitač

Nurse – associate in kindergartens

12

Maser

Masseur

13

Zdravstveni negovatelj

Health care nurse

14

Tehničar za fitnes i zaštitu zdravlja

Technician for fitness and health protection

15

Kozmetoterapeut

Cosmetic therapist

O
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PERSONAL SERVICES

1

Pedikir – manikir

Pedicures – Manicure

2

Muški frizer

Male hairdresser

3

Ženski frizer

Female hairdresser

4

Scenski masker – vlasuljar

Stage masque artist – wig maker

5

Stilista saradnik

Stylist associate

6

Frizer za dame i gospodu

Hairdresser for ladies and gentlemen

7

Estetičar za negu ruku i stopala

Aesthetician for hand and foot care
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